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A Consideration on a Support Consultation to a 
Developmental Disorder with Impulsive Behavior
― From the View Point of a Special Support Education Coordinator ―
Hiroshi AMBE
　This research is considered about the effect of the support consultation to a teacher of a 
kindergarten as a special support education coordinator. A target is a 1 -month-old boy 5  
years old. He was diagnosed as an autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) and attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). 
　He hit and kicked a friend in the kindergarten life. He cried in a loud voice and also ran 
away suddenly. His teacher and parent worried how to support him. So I did a functional 
analysis about impulsive behavior using the technique of the applied behavior analysis. And I 
proposed support method in detail according to the respective functions to the teacher. 
　As a result, the frequency of the impulsive behavior in a kindergarten decreased in 1 /about 







































































































































セッティングするように指示をした。また指導者一人につき、 7 - 8 人を指導し、授



































































































































































































NO 必須曲＜弾き歌い＞ 頁数 NO 必須曲＜弾き歌い＞ 頁数
※ 生活の歌 - 21 まつぼっくり 105
1 おはようのうた 62 22 小犬のマーチ＜調性＞ 30
2 おはよう 62-63 ★ 習得したい曲（歌唱） -
3 おべんとうのうた 63 23 大きな栗の木の下で 42
4 お帰りの歌 64 24 せんせいとおともだち 55
5 さよならのうた 64-65 25 とんぼのめがね 83
※ 集会の歌 - 26 パンダうさぎコアラ 86
6 Happy‌birthday‌to‌you 66 27 ぼくのミックスジュース 87
7 おもちゃのチャチャチャ 66-67 28 世界中の子どもたちが 89
8 思い出のアルバム 70 29 ドレミの歌 96
9 バスごっこ 72 30 アイスクリームのうた 102
10 森のくまさん 90 31 にじのむこうに 106
11 ぞうさん 99 32 おかあさん 109
12 あめふりくまのこ 113 33 勇気100％ 110
13 アイアイ 117 34 にんげんていいな 118
14 いぬのおまわりさん 123 35 おはながわらった 122
※ 季節の歌 - 36 コンコンクシャンのうた 124
15 あまだれぽったん 40 37 ことりのうた 125
16 たなばたさま 54 38 にじ 127
17 こいのぼり 54 39 赤鼻のトナカイ 92



























Piano Hiki Utai Instructional Methods for Students
 Aiming to Become‌Childcare Wokers[ 3 ]:
A Consideration of Online Piano Hiki Utai Instruction :
Problems and Issues
Hiromi ADACHI
　　This study aims to delineate issues related to “piano hiki utai” (“piano playing and 
singing”) as taken from class transcriptions of a teacher, and to provide a consideration on 
points requiring particular care.
　　This paper describes issues related to incidents occurring within lessons, and points to 
where teaching difficulties arise. Many problems occur especially due to communication 
malfunctions and due to the characteristics of the ZOOM videotelephony software program. 
Such problems include lesson interruptions or suspensions, issues where there is a delay in 
sound transmission between the teacher and the learners, etc. These issues suggest that ZOOM 
is not suitable for “piano hiki utai”  teaching.
　　The following points were found to require particular care in tandem with the issues 
described above. Not only do technical issues occur regarding “piano hiki utai’’ one must also 
strive to create an environment where students can feel comfortable and secure when taking 
classes. This requires that the teacher gives continuous encouragement to students, strives to 
deepen the relationship of trust with them, and constructs a relationship of sympathy and 
shared concerns. Only when there is a good relationship on both sides will students be able to 
sustain their motivation for learning when any kind of incident or accident occurs, as a strong 

















































































































































る。いずれも複数年にわたって外部講師を務める環境にあるが、 2 年次以降は、 1 年
次の成果をふまえてということになるので、本論では 1 年次の実践のみを研究対象と
して示すこととする。




































































回 月 学年 単元名 検討協議の主な内容
1 6 5 小数のわり算 ・‌本時のめあてについての子供と子供、子供と教
師の合意形成
・‌数と数の関係（倍の関係）の見方・考え方










































































































































































































































































































A Study on Promoting In-School Research ( 2 )
— Focusing on the Ideal Way of Giving Advice 
 from Outside Lecturers —
Hideki WATANABE　　Kenichi ISHIMARU
We have proposed two elements required for an outside lecturer's advice: "evaluating the 
lessons and providing direction for better teaching"; and "to show the viewpoint of promoting 
in-school research". 
We analyzed two practices in order to find ways of giving advice that meet two factors 
mentioned above. As a result, we were able to show the following flow of outside lecturer's 
involvement.
① Understanding the background of the in-school research
② Advice as an outside lecturer 1
③ Implementation of in-school and class research
④ Advice as an outside lecturer 2
⑤ Results of school research (transformation of teachers)
Furthermore, it became clear that this process also works effectively for conducting in-school 
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　本授業は、次の日時において、第 6 学年 1 ～ 3 組で実施された。第 1 時は12月 1 日
（金） 2 ～ 4 校時に「いじめとは何か？」をテーマとして、第 2 時は12月 8 日（金）
































































は同年 9 月 9 日の早朝、教室の教卓の上に 7 通の手紙（遺書）を残し、自死を図った。



























3 場 20分休みのトイレ ※次章に原文を掲載
4 場 校庭の樹の下 ※次章に原文を掲載
第二幕
あいの葛藤































































































スロ（Michel Ocelot）監督の『キリクと魔女（Kirikou et la sorcière）』（1998年作）、『夜













際、留意すべき点として、 1 ）年齢設定と人物のプロポーション、 2 ）正面（背面）、




































































　本「いじめ予防授業」は、45分間授業を週 1 回の計 3 回の実施となった。第 1 時は















教職大学院生 2 名が務め、影絵の操作（背景画面の入れ替えと登場人物の動作）は 2
名の教育学部生が担当した。シルエット像はペープサートのように棒使いができるよ
うに加工し、大学生がそれを操り、登場人物に動きをつけた。影絵劇の提示におよそ








































































N 　 3 学期になればきっと良くなる、そんな何の根拠もない淡い期待を抱きながら、























































































































































































































































































































































































































学研教育みらい「新・みんなの道徳」（学研ホームページ，2021年 1 月 2 日アクセス，
https://gakkokyoiku.gakken.co.jp/2020text/doutoku/）

























る調査結果について」（文部科学省ホームページ，2021年 1 月 2 日アクセス，
　https://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/houdou/mext_00351.html）
Augusto Boal, Theatre of the Oppressed (Theatre Communication Group, 1985).
Kate H. Brown., & Diane Gillespie, “We become brave by doing brave acts: 
Teaching moral courage through the Theatre of the Oppressed,”  Literature and 
Medicine 16( 1 ), Spring 1997, 108-120.
Leigh A. Howard, “Speaking theatre/doing pedagogy: Re-visiting theatre of the 
oppressed,”  Communication Education, 53( 3 ), July 2004, 217-233.
Johnny Saldaña. The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers (Sage Publications 
Ltd, 2012).
Masakazu Mitsumura. Transforming Multicultural Teacher Education through 
Participatory Theatre: An Arts-based Approach to Ethnographic Action Research 




Bullying Prevention Initiative Using Participatory 
Colored Shadow Theatre in Japanese Elementary School
Masakazu MITSUMURA   Yoshiro SHIMIZU
  This paper aims to argue the effectiveness of participatory colored shadow theatre aimed at 
bullying prevention initiative, followed by discussing the inherent possibilities  in it. School 
bullying  in Japan has been critical  issues  for  the past  thirty  five years and anti-bullying 
legislation was activated in 2013; nevertheless, every year Japanese students commit suicide to 
escape from severe bullying. To tackle school bullying and stop suicide in children, the authors 















































































明治42年）、桃花塾（岩崎佐一、大正 5 年）、藤倉学園（川田貞治郎、大正 8 年）、筑
波学園（岡野豊四郎、大正12年）、八幡学園（久保寺保久、昭和 3 年）、小金井学園（児





































































































































fig.6.は、1951年 度 に お け る 時 間 表 と な
る＊16。
　国の教育研修所の一角を間借りしていたため狭い教室で、一斉指導の授業形態が多
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身体と精神の健康 身体の健康、精神的健康 第 6 章
社会的経験と市民的経験 家庭・学校・地域社会、州・国家・世界 第 7 章





















































































































































































24‌ “A‌guide‌to‌curriculum‌adjustment‌for‌mentally‌retarded‌children.” ，UNITED 






































The Philosophy of Inclusive Education and 
Special Needs Education ( 3 )
— What Learning Should Be in Intellectual Disability Education, 
Discussion from Soka Education —
Toshihisa YAMAUCHI   Yasunori KATO
 In this research, we have so far taken up the issues of inclusive education in the current 
intellectual disability education for three times.
　In this paper, as a summary, we look back on the efforts of our forerunners who formed 
intellectual disability education from before World War II, and discuss what learning should be 
in intellectual disability education from the viewpoint of practical research in Soka education.
　First, we take up and discuss “educational therapy” by Ryoichi Ishii and Teijiro Kawada 
before the World War II in Japan, special education classes in elementary and junior high 
schools after the war, and Tokyo Metropolitan Seicho Junior High School.
　In addition, we review “A guide to curriculum adjustment for mentally retarded children” 
edited by Elise H. Martens of the United States and clarify the structure of the purpose of 
intellectual disability education shown there.
　Makiguchi sees that the purpose of education is happiness, and that happiness lies in 
obtaining the value of beauty, gain, and good. He also sees that happiness is always in the 
direction and harmony of ever changing values between beauty and ugliness, gain and loss, 
and good and evil. The educational teleology of “the System of Value-Creating Pedagogy” 
states that “establishment of purpose determines the means and methods necessary to achieve 
the purpose.” Practical researches of the forerunners, who were sincere bearers of intellectual 
disability education, is quite similar to Makiguchi’s idea of value theory not only for 
educational purposes but also for methodological principles.
　The realization of inclusive education is not an issue only for special needs education. 
Education with a view to each person’s lifetime is also very suggestive to the current 
educational issues of “learning contents” and “learning continuity.”
　In this research, we believe that we have obtained guidelines on the educational goals and 













　そうしたなか、本稿執筆者の一人が、米国大学 “William & Mary School of Education”



































































































































































































































は、同法 4 条・ 5 条に基づいてその概要を整理したものである（文部科学省、2019）。
表 1 　教員免許制度の概要（文部科学省：2019年 4 月 1 日版参照）

































































































































































































































































































































































































































社，2019年 8 月，pp.167-177. 
沖塩有希子「教員養成教育のあり方に関する一考察：教員の資質能力向上に関する中
央教育審議会答申を手がかりとして」（千葉商科大学商学部『千葉商大紀要』2013














































































































How Japan Has Been Improving Teacher Qualifications 
and Abilities, and Educational Policies and Measures
Hideki WATANABE Takeshi MIYAZAKI Shigeki OHNO
Akio SHIRATSUCHI Mitsuo TAKENAWA
Emiko FURUKAWA Masako NEZU
 In a rapidly changing society, school sites are required to respond to new measures one after 
another. In order for the measures to be effective, it is necessary to find a point of contact 
between bottom-level reform orientation and top-down reform. What are the qualifications and 
abilities of teachers that make this possible? This paper summarized and analyzed how 
Japanese teachers’ qualifications and abilities and educational policies have been promoted 
from the postwar period to the present day.  
As a result of an overview of the history of education, the following became clear.
 -There are discrepancies between the needs of students’ families and the real world, and the 
ideas and contents required by the Course of Study. Schools and teachers can have a positive 
role in bridging the gap and in merging the reality and the ideals.
 -In order to bridge the “difference” faced by school sites, it is necessary to start by 
examining the contents of the reforms required from the bottom and reforms required from the 
top.
 -At almost every elementary school in Japan, groups of teachers led by the principal 
voluntarily meet to conduct “lesson studies” to analyze the challenges of their own school’s 
students as a team. The quality of Japanese teachers is still at a high level, and it can be said 
that they have the possibility to explore issues in the field.
 -It is necessary for school sites and teachers to have the motivation to make bottom up 
changes and to have the qualifications and abilities to follow up and put these changes into 
practice. And experience, research and training are indispensable to understand actual changes 
in society. The ability of teachers to identify and incorporate the needs required by the 
individual children and students in their classroom, and society as a whole, is an important 
quality of teachers.
 -It is necessary for teachers to develop an attitude that makes the teaching profession 
worthwhile, and to have a sense of mission, and to constantly strive to improve oneself. In the 
－ 108 －
創価大学教育学論集　第73号：渡辺・宮崎・大野・白土・竹縄・古川・根津
process of training teachers at the university level, it is necessary to provide a philosophy that 
allows students to learn and engage in education with a sense of mission that appeals to the 
teaching profession.
 The subject of this research in the future will be to consider the characteristics of the 
qualification and ability development of Japanese teachers in comparison with other countries, 





































































　　 1 　身体的発達　 2 　知的発達　 3 　情緒的発達　 4 　社会的発達
四　幼児の生活環境
　　 1 　運動場　 2 　建物　 3 　遊具
五　幼児の一日の生活
　　 1 　幼稚園の一日　 2 　保育所の一日　 3 　家庭の一日
六　幼児の保育内容　－楽しい幼児の経験－
　　 1 　見学　 2 　リズム　 3 　休息　 4 　自由遊び　 5 　音楽　 6 　お話





































































第 1 章　総則　 1 　基本方針　 2 　教育課程の編成



























容」を区別し、その関係を明確化した。第 4 に、 6 領域を 5 領域（健康、人間関係、
環境、言葉、表現）に再編成し、幼児の発達をみる窓口とした（文部科学省、2016）。
　 6 領域が類似した経験をまとめてねらいを示していたのに対し、 5 領域では発達の






























たい資質・能力を明確化した。第 2 に 5 歳児終了時までに育ってほしい具体的な姿を
「幼児期の終わりまでに育ってほしい姿」として具体的に示した。第 3 に幼児理解に
基づいた評価の実施。第 4 に特別な配慮を要する幼児への指導について新たに示し






れ以前の 6 領域では領域 ｢社会｣・｢自然｣ が ｢環境｣ に関する内容を含んでいた。文
部科学省の資料 ｢領域『環境』の変遷（2016）」では、3 領域が並んで掲載されている。
しかし同資料の ｢人間関係｣ の変遷にも領域 ｢社会｣ が掲載されているため、単純に














　ここでも ｢領域『環境』の変遷」を用いて検討する。 6 領域のなかで領域「環境」
との関係を掲載しているのは、領域「自然」のみである。そこで両年については、「環
境」との関係性が最も高い領域「自然」について触れることとする。1956年版では、




1 　身近にあるものを見たり聞いたりする。 2 　動物や植物の世話をする。
3 　身近な自然の変化や美しさに気づく。　 4 　いろいろなものを集めて遊ぶ
5 　機械や道具を見る。
（ 3 ）　1964（昭和39）年　領域「自然」







































































































































































































































Developments Of Childcare in “Environment” Of 
“Course Of study for Kindergarten”
Yoko KOYAMA
　This study aims to clarify the features specified in the “environment” of “Course of Study 
for Kindergarten” and what guidance should be given. For that purpose, the whole range of 
guidelines from childcare guidelines to the “Course of Study for Kindergarten” revised in 2017 
is investigated to clarify the main points of the revisions and their backgrounds. Furthermore, 
based on the developments of the “environment,” changes by revision are clarified, and what 































































































































































































































































































































































車作り 積木 ぽっくり1 ぽっくり2 ぽっくり3 ぽっくり4 コリント
関わり 〇 〇 〇 〇
問いかけ 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇
待つ 〇 〇
認める 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇
励ます 〇 〇
環境 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇
表2　関わり













車 積木 ぽっくり1 ぽっくり2 ぽっくり3 ぽっくり4 コリント
考えさせる 〇 〇
確認（幼児の発言） 〇








車 積木 ぽっくり1 ぽっくり2 ぽっくり3 ぽっくり4 コリント









車 積木 ぽっくり1 ぽっくり2 ぽっくり3 ぽっくり4 コリント
遊具･材料 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇
拠点･空間確保 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇
時間の確保 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇





















































































A Study on Ideal Instruction to Foster Fledgling of 
Thinking Power under Area “Environment”
Yoko KOYAMA




Subsequently, assistance  to be provided by  teachers was analyzed  from six perspectives 
(involvement, questioning, waiting, recognition, encouragement, environment). As a result, it 

























関係に対する批判が含まれている。H.-J. Heydorn、M. Horkheimer、Th. W. Adorno、
























































に、この本の構成は会議の経過に従っている」という（Mut zur Erziehung 1979：S. 
6  以下MzEと略記する）。これを参照すると、フォーラムの内容とその順序はおおよ
そ右下の表にまとめることができる（MzE：S. 3 の目次を参考に筆者作成）。
　まえがきの筆を執った1978年 1 月当時のバーデン＝ヴュルテンベルク州（Land 
Baden-Württemberg）文部大臣のWilhelm Hahn、講演にコメントを寄せたバイエル
ン州（Freistaat Bayern）文部大臣のHans Maier、そして市議会議員のAlois Graf 
von Waldburg-Zeilは、 キ リ ス ト 教 民 主 同 盟（Christlich-Demokratische Union 
Deutschlands、以下CDUと略記）／キリスト教社会同盟（Christlich-Soziale Union in 








































































































育思想史（第 2 版）』（慶應義塾大学出版会、2020年 3 月）による寄与が大きい。同書
第 1 版（2016年 4 月）を紐解くと、第12章「第 2 次世界大戦後の教育思想と教育学」
の第 1 節「戦後社会と教育思想」には、 1 「民主主義化と戦後教育」、 2 「フランク
フルト学派と教育思想・教育学」、そして 3 「解放的教育学（批判的教育科学）」が収
められているが、第 2 版では 3 に続いて、 4 「保守派の教育論」が新たに加えられて
いる。この 4 では「教育への勇気」の概要が、SpaemannとTenbruckを参照すること
で紹介されるとともに、同フォーラムに対する教育学からの反応も簡潔に整理されて







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 4 4 4
確信されること、基本的価
値が生活形式の中に回帰的に









































































































































（Tübinger Erklärung zu den Thesen des Bonner Forums „Mut zur Erziehung“ 




（ 6 ） 原田は独語のErziehungを「人間的な育成」と訳出している。


































（ 9 ） ここでは、フュール著／天野・木戸・長島訳（1996：288-290頁）による訳を基
本として、一部その表現や解釈に修正を加えている。
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A Study of the “Tendency Reversal (Tendenzwende)” in 
German School Education Reform in the 1970s and 1980s
― What did “Courage to Educate (Mut zur Erziehung) ” 
criticize and what did it argue?
Shinichi USHIDA
　　The subject of this study, “Mut zur Erziehung (Courage to Educate) ”, was a Forum on 
education held on 9  and 10 January 1978 at the “Wissenschaftszentrum in Bad- Godesberg”, 
Bonn, Germany. Previous studies in Japan up to the 2010s have only presented parts of the 
nine statements resolved at the Symposium, leaving the details of the background and content 
of the Forum largely unknown. However, there has been a change in previous academic 
researches since 2020, in which the Forum has been identified as a circle of conservative 
educational theory, and its outline is gradually becoming clearer.
　　In 1979, a year after the “Mut zur Erziehung” took place, the report on the Symposium 
was published. With reference to this as a primary source, it is the aim of this paper to clarify 
the background and content of the Forum in detail. This study is therefore merely a 
complement to previous articles on the Forum after 2020. Nevertheless, this essay can 
adequately assert its significance for the study of school reform in Germany in the 1970s and 
1980s. In order to achieve this objective, the following two perspectives have been set as the 
research questions
- What did “Mut zur Erziehung” criticize?
- What did the Symposium stand for?
　　For Wolfgang Klafki, who was under the influence of the Frankfurt School's Critical 
Theory, “Mut zur Erziehung” and its nine statements symbolised a turn towards conservatism 
and restorationism, which pushed away “Bildung”. Why did he describe “Mut zur Erziehung” 

















































































































































100間の円を、 2 本の平行な弦により2900坪、2500坪、2500坪の 3 つの部分に分けよ」
という問題が紹介されている。これならば優秀な高校生なら解ける問題である。そし
てそれを継承して書かれた『算法闕疑抄』の遺題の 1 つとして、「直径180間の円形の
























































































































































































































































































































【例題1】ミルクティーを1200mL作ろうと思います。牛乳と紅茶を 3 ： 5 の割
合で混ぜるとき、牛乳は何mL必要ですか。



































































































































































































































The Succession of Problems in Wasan and Deep Learning 
in Mathematics 
Masashi SUZUKI
 In the Edo period, Wasan, Japanese mathematics, was greatly developed. As a major driving 
force, there was a tradition of “succession of problems.” The best-selling “Jinkoki” put some 
unanswered problems as a challenge to the readers. Then mathematicians who challenged and 
solved the problems wrote books to illustrate their solution and then put some new problems at 
the end of their books, and so forth. Wasan made a great progress in this succession. Also, at 
mathematics schools nationwide, many people improved their math skills in creating and 
solving problems themselves, and the results remain as sangaku scattering all over Japan. 
 Even in mathematics education in modern elementary and junior high schools, if each 
student can enjoy “problem-making” activity according to his/her individual ability, the classes 
will be rejuvenated and “deep learning” will be realized. For this purpose, several tecniques of 
“problem-making” are presented in this article.
 Furthermore, by incorporating rapidly developing ICT, the spirit of Wasan can be realized 
through personalized education, and an environment where it is easy to tackle “problem-














当たり前になりつつある。文部科学省は、Society 5.0 時代に生きる子どもたちに 1



































































































































































る。特に、「社会・環境・経済」の 3 分野は、持続可能な発展の基本的 3 要素として
位置づけられている。
　日本においても、政府や企業を中心にSDGsへの関心が高まりを見せているが、国
連SDSN（Sustainable Development Solutions Network：持続可能な開発ソリューショ
ン・ネットワーク）と、独ベルテンスマンで作成されている世界のSDGs達成度を比


















































































































































































































































































































　　http://morinoyouchien.org/about-morinoyouchien 2019年12月 1 日参照
22． 鳥取県HP「森と自然の育ちと学び自治体ネットワーク」2018年


































Research on Education Through Nature-based Experience 
that Connects To The Value of Life 
From The Perspective of SDGs
~ Regarding the significance of 
“Food and Agriculture Nursing in Nature” during Infancy~
Kenji TAKAHASHI Hideaki KUBOTA
This research has studied the educative effects of “Food and Agriculture Nursing in Nature” 
based on practical examples of a self-sufficient-cycle system that involves activities of chicken 
breeding, field cultivation and cooking and food preparation in Nursery B. 
It has suggested that “Food and Agriculture Nursing in Nature” teaches the study of “Life” 
itself, and nurtures non-cognitive ability of “Social and Emotional Skills”. 
Furthermore, it help deepens the learning of SDGs in terms of Goal 2  “Zero Hunger” and 
Goal 7  “Affordable and Clean Energy”, Goal 12 “Responsible Consumption and Production” 
in studying sustainable consumption and production patterns, and Goal 14 “Life Below Water” 
and Goal 15 “Life On Land” in preserving biodiversity and ecosystems. Hence, through 
nurturing the spirit of protecting nature and energy, it is possible to think that “Natural Food 
and Agriculture Nursing” is a necessary element in infant education to create a sustainable 








































（ 2 ）コマ撮りアニメーション制作のためのKOMA KOMA
　デジタル表現に慣れ親しんでいるか否か、また機器の操作の得手、不得手にかかわ
らず、新しい表現方法に挑戦していくという学びの意義を考慮したとき、活用できる
ツールとして、KOMA KOMA（KOMA KOMA LAB）（図 1 ）というアニメーショ
ン制作のためのアプリケーションが適していると考えた。






































検 宇宙飛行士VS隕石」（ 1 分36秒）、「恐竜時代 草食VS肉食」（ 2 分38秒）、「日本昔




2   KOMA KOMAを使用した授業実践





























　 1 年生配当の「図工科教育」（受講者は 2 クラス、計44名）の中で、コマ撮りアニメー








































表 1 　 「発想について：割りピンキャラクターを思い付くことは簡単でしたか？」に対する
回答結果（複数回答あり）
選択肢 回答数 割合
1. はい、簡単に思いつきました 16 42.1%
2. 制作しているうちに、思いついてきました 17 44.7%
3.  はい、思い付きましたが、制作しているうちに、別のものに変化しました 5 13.2%
4. 周囲の作品を見て発想できました 1 2.6%





きました」、4 名（10.5%）が「2. まあまあ、動きを工夫できたと思います」、7 名（18.4%）
が「3. 制作しているうちに、動きを考えることができました」と回答しており、ほと
んどの学生が、キャラクターの可動部位について考えることができたと捉えていた。
表 2 　 構想について：いろいろなところが動くように考えることはできましたか？（複数
回答あり）
選択肢 回答数 割合
1. はい、動きを想像しながらパーツをつくることができました 27 71.1%
2. まあまあ、動きを工夫できたと思います 4 10.5%
3. 制作しているうちに、動きを考えることができました 7 18.4%
4. 周囲の作品を見て、動きを考えることができました 1 2.6%





















































































版会, 2019年 2 月, pp.137-141
KOMA KOMA LAB, http://komakoma.org/ （2020年 8 月参照）
工藤雅人,「特集 教美・こまりごと相談所」ART in EDUCATION 教育美術, 937, 
2020年 7 月, p.35
松嶋励路, 川瀬康子, ケメス・メレディース,「子どもの制作活動における『距離（ディ
スタンス）』－山梨学院小学校『いえづくりまちづくりプロジェクト』の実践から」,
判断力科研第 7 回研究会 配付資料, 2020年 9 月
松嶋励路,『2020 ENTERPRISE Project Artist Team アニメーション制作』, 制作 山
梨学院小学校YGES©, 2020年10月23日～11月10日
文部科学省,「教育の情報化に関する手引」, 2020年 6 月
－ 215 －
図工科教育におけるICTを活用したコマ撮りアニメーション制作の授業実践とその効果について  
Classroom Practice of Time-Lapse Animation Production 
Using ICT in the Art and Handicraft Education 
and its Effects
Hidekazu HORITATE  Yoshiro SHIMIZU
 The use of ICT in the Art and Handicraft education is now an indispensable part of 
children’s expression and appreciation activities, and it goes without saying that ICT is an 
important device to nurture children’s conceptual qualities. Conducting an educational 
practice, so called “media art,” a free application “KOMA KOMA” is considered to be a 
familiar, tractable, and suitable platform for time-lapse animation production, which induces 
children’s ability of expression. Hence, the KOMA KOMA application was introduced to the 
Art and Handicraft classes, which would enable college students in the teacher training course 
to use it when they become elementary school teachers.
  This study examines the effects of the animation production experience with the use of the 
KOMA KOMA application on the cognitive development of the first-year students studying 
the Art and Handicraft. The results showed that most of the students were able to an idea of the 
target character and to think about which body part of the character they should move, which 









































































































4 つの観点から、23の質問項目を作成した。回答は 4 件法とし、それぞれの項目につ





感情（ 5 項目）」、②「あたたか感情（ 5 項目）」、③「ギスギス感情（ 5 項目）」、④「冷
え冷え感情（ 5 項目）」の 4 つのカテゴリーで構成されている。「回答は 4 件法とし、「 4：
職場全体に広がっている」「 3 ：比較的こうした感情を持つ人が多い」「 2 ：比較的こ
うした感情を持つ人が少ない」「 1：こうした感情を持つ人はいない」で回答を求めた。




















を手掛かりに本尺度の内容的妥当性について、元小学校校長 1 名、現職小学校教師 2
























表 1  　「教師の協働意識」尺度の因子負荷量行列（最尤法・Varimax回転）
項　　目 因子Ⅰ 因子Ⅱ 因子Ⅲ 因子Ⅳ 共通性











3 ．スクールカウンセラー活用意識（ 2 項目）α係数= .756
　SCを活用することで、教育効果の高まりを実感する。
　SCの活用において、目的が明確になると多忙感や負担感を感じない。















































































































M（SD）  t 値
チーム効果意識 3.30（.35） 3.22（.38） 1.57 
個業的意識 2.38（.52） 2.24（.48） 2.16* 
SC活用意識 2.82（.66） 2.93（.67） 1.35 
地域人材活用意識 2.87（.59） 2.96（.58） 1.28 
*p＜.05














チーム効果 3.24（.38） 3.24（.35） 3.30（.40） 3.24（.36） .31 n.s.
個業的 2.17（.53） 2.42（.50） 2.28（.40） 2.27（.50） 4.05** 30代＞20代
SC活用 2.90（.70） 2.88（.69） 2.93（.66） 2.85（.58） .93 n.s.











「チーム効果意識（ 5 項目）」、因子Ⅱ「個業的意識（ 4 項目）」、因子Ⅲ「スクール・































































































































































表 7  　「組織感情」尺度の因子負荷量行列（最尤法・Varimax回転）
項　目 因子Ⅰ 因子Ⅱ 共通性
















































































情（ 5 項目）」「②あたたか感情（ 5 項目）」「③ギスギス感情（ 5 項目）」「④冷え冷え

















ネガティブ感情 1.97（.36） 1.98（.43） .28 
ポジティブ感情 2.98（.41） 3.02（.45） .83
n.s.














ネガティブ 1.94（.48） 2.00（.39） 1.97（.38） 1.99（.37） .41 n.s.




















































































をしてもどうせ変わらないという気持ち」（r =.40，p＜.001）の 1 項目、女性の場合は、
「相手を排除したいという気持ち」（r =.39，p＜.001）「自分は結局一人であるという





























































































































Relationship between Elementary School Teachers’ 
Collaborative Consciousness and Organizational Emotion
— Focusing on Organizational Management to Build a “Team School” —
Makoto MIYANISHI  Shuichi TAMURA
 The purpose of this study is to understand the actual conditions of “collaborative 
consciousness” and “organizational emotion” of elementary school teachers, clarify the factors 
that enhance and hinder team function, and consider the ideal way of the organizational 
management necessary to promote "team school". We conducted a questionnaire survey on 
teachers from 20 public elementary schools in the metropolitan area. As a result, it was shown 
that (1) the average value of “individual consciousness” was statistically significantly higher 
for men than for women, and statistically significantly higher for men in their 30s than in their 
20s. (2) the average value of “cooperative consciousness” was statistically significantly lower 
in women in their 30s than in women in their 20s. (3) there was no statistically significant 
difference in the average value of “organizational emotion” due to gender or age differences. 
(4)  there is a positive correlation between “team effect consciousness” and “positive emotion”, 
and a positive correlation was shown between “individual consciousness” and “negative 
emotion”. Based on these results, this study discussed the organizational management 
necessary to promote “team school”.
Keywords: elementary school, teachers, collaborative consciousness, organizational emotion, 
team school, organizational management
－ 234 －
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Significance of Research in Realistic Optimism and 
Its Future Prospect in School Education
Hideo KATO  Aneesah NISHAAT  Haruo MAGARI 
Abstract
This study describes the concept of new realistic optimism, and also discusses how the concept 
of new realistic optimism will be applied into school education. Many studies have been 
conducted in optimism and several studies found the tendency of people to be unrealistically 
optimistic about future life events. The author defined realistic optimism as “a way of thinking 
and a way of life that can give good prospects for the future, even if people encounter various 
difficulties”. Then, The authors attempted to create the new realistic optimism scale, with 
considering the philosophical views, which were explained by Alain (1953), Keller (1904), 
Mandela (2012), and Ikeda (2016). The concept of realistic optimism seems to play a critical 
role to contribute to supporting children in terms of fostering their social, mental, and 
emotional developments. The study discusses how important it is to apply the new concept 
into educational activities, and also discuss its future prospect. 
1 　Overview of optimism studies 
  Many studies have been conducted in measuring optimism and pessimism, and these 
showed the differences in its concept, factors and approaches to measure optimism and 
pessimism. Some researchers believed that optimism is diametrically opposite to pessimism, 
and also there are several different styles to measure optimism and pessimism. For example, 
Weinstein (1980) developed an “unrealistic optimism scale”, which investigated the tendency 
of people to be unrealistically optimistic about future life events. This scale was designed to 
investigate people’s optimistic views in terms of their biased and unbiased views (the 
perspective error of judgments). The scale was composed of 42 worded statements of both the 
positive and negative life events (18 positive and 24 negative statements) and participants were 
asked to compare themselves with others to fulfill these evaluation items. The positive life 
events include “Liking postgraduation job”, “Owning your own home”, “Starting salary over 
－ 235 －
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$10,000”, etc, while the negative life events include “Having a drink problem”, “Attempting 
suicide”, “Divorced a few years after married”, etc. The results showed that people have 
tendencies to think positive life events happen to them more than others, and negative life 
events happen to others more than themselves. Weinstein (1980) stated that people tend to 
think others will be the victims of misfortune but not themselves. Scheier and Carver (1985) 
created the Life Orientation Test (LOT) from the viewpoint of dispositional optimism. LOT 
was designed to measure how much people expect things in future optimistically. Generally, 
dispositional optimists have a tendency to expect positive outcomes rather than negative 
outcomes. In short, people who have dispositional optimism think that good things will happen 
to them more than bad things (Scheier & Carver, 1985). In Japan, Togasaki and Sakano (1993) 
and Nakamura (2000) attempted to create the Japanese version of LOT. The original version of 
LOT (Scheier & Carver, 1985) was designed to measure using a single factor, which means 
optimism is assumed to be diametrically opposite to pessimism. However, Nakamura’s 
Japanese interpretation of LOT was composed of two factors, which measures optimism and 
pessimism respectively. For example, Optimistic items include the following statement, “I am 
always optimistic about my future” and pessimistic items include “Things never work out as I 
expect”. Later on, Scheier, Carver and Bridges (1994) revised LOT, and this is called Life 
Orientation Test Revised (LOT-R). The original LOT was composed of 12 items, but the new 
version (LOT-R) was composed of 10 items, where two items were removed which included 
inadequate expressions from the original version (LOT). LOT-R was composed of 6 items 
regarding optimism/pessimist, and 4 filler items. Subsequently, Sakamoto and Tanaka (2002) 
created the Japanese version of LOT-R. 
  Chang, Maydeu-Olivers and D’Zurilla (1997) also believed that optimism is not 
diametrically opposite to pressimism, and these need to be treated as separate concepts to be 
measured respectively. Then, they created Expand Life Orientation Test (ELOT), which were 
composed of 20 items (6 items for optimism, 9 items for pessimism, and 5 filler items). 
However, Toyama (2013) stated that ELOT had a low level of internal consistency, and 
considering this, she created the optimism and pessimism scale. This scale was made in 
Japanese, and the scale was composed of 20 items (10 optimism and 10 pessimism). As 
Scheier and Carver (1985) mentioned, the scales such as LOT and ELOT, were generally 
designed to examine personal views in terms of dispositional optimism. Also, Dember and his 
colleagues (1989) created the Optimism/Pessimism Instrument (OPI), which measures 
optimism and pessimism respectively. The OPI was designed in terms of both the perspective 
error of judgments (Weinstien, 1980) and expectation for future (Scheier & Carver, 1985). The 
OPI was composed of 10 optimism items, 18 pessimist items and 20 filler items (in total 52 
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items). Interestingly, Seligman and his colleagues (1979) applied a different approach to 
measure optimism/pessimism to other studies. Seligman and his colleagues (1979) explained 
optimism from the viewpoint of cognitive aspect, with using “learned helplessness” (Seligman 
& Maier, 1967). In the reformation of the learned helplessness model, the pattern of causes 
people attribute to good or bad events in their lives, is assumed to be described by attribution 
theory (Weiner 1985, 1986). 
  People’s habitual way of looking at their experience, is assumed to give strong influences 
to how they explain an event they have experienced, and to their cognitive expectations of the 
future (Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978). Seligman and his colleagues used this 
attributional style to measure people’s optimism and pessimism, and they created Attributional 
Style Questionnaire (ASQ). The ASQ was composed of three-dimensional factors, which are 
“Internal - External”, “Permanent - Temporary”, and “Universal - Specific”. For example, 
when people face a problem, people who have optimistic views, tend to think the cause of the 
problem is “temporary” (it does not last long), “specific” (it happens only in certain cases) and 
“external” (it happens because of external causes, but not personal causes). On the other hand, 
people who have pessimistic views tend to think the cause of the problem is “permanent”, 
“universal” and “internal” (Seligman, 1991). Sawamiya and Tagami (1997) stated that the 
Japanese version of ASQ which was translated into Japanese, has low reliability, and 
considering Japanese cultural background, they created the optimistic attributional style 
questionnaire. This questionnaire was designed to measure both optimism and pessimism by 
three-dimensional factors using 23 items. Through factor analysis, they produced 3 factors, 
“negative event – (permanent & universal)”, “negative event – (internal)”, and “positive event 
– (permanent & universal)”, however, “positive event – (internal)” was not created, because its 
factor was not stable (Sawamiya & Tagami, 1997). From the above, there is a clear difference 
between Dispositional optimism which was used by Scheier and Carver (1985) and 
Attributional (explanatory) style which was used by Seligman and his colleagues (1979). 
Scheier and Carver’s approach “Dispositional optimism” was aimed to focus on personal 
tendency, which shows how much a person positively expects things for the future, while 
Seligman’s approach ‘Attributional style’ was aimed to focus on personal cognitive aspect, 
which explains a person’s characters and views as an optimist and/or a pessimist. Considering 
these approaches, Ando and his colleagues (2000) created the Multidimensional Optimism 
Assessment Inventory (MOAI). MOAI was composed of 6 factors with 30 items and these 
factors were “optimistic evaluation for ability”, “easy switching”, “optimistic expectancy for 
external resources”, “optimistic expectancy for luck”, “groundless optimism” and “optimistic 
expectancy for future”. 
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2 　Realistic optimism and philosophical viewpoints 
  Through a review of previous studies in optimism and pessimism, Schneider (2001) 
discussed about its concept of “realistic optimism”. She believed that optimism needs to be 
realistic, which means it should not take an extreme in internalizing good events and 
externalizing negative events. Previous studies indicated that the nature of optimism had been 
used to express groundless optimistic expectancy. In short, people who have optimistic views, 
tend to have their groundless optimistic outlook. Schneider (2001) explained that three core 
concepts of realistic optimism, which are 1) Leniency for the past, or the “benefit of the doubt” 
principle, 2) Appreciation for the present, or the “appreciate the moment” principle, 3) 
Opportunity-seeking for the future, or the “windows of opportunity” principle. Based on the 
idea of Schneider (2001), Magari (2014) proposed to define realistic optimism as “a way of 
thinking and a way of life that can give good prospects to the future even if a person 
encounters various difficulties”. Magari believed that realistic optimism highlights human 
strength, which could be explained as “even when a person faces the difficulties and hardships, 
by his willpower and flexibility, the person overcomes the difficulties and creates his own 
future”. In this regard, he found realistic optimism has the conceptual similarities in 
philosophical viewpoints and outlooks of life, which were explained by Alain (1953), Keller 
(1904), and Mandela (2012). For example, a French philosopher, Alain (1953) stated that 
“Pessimism comes from the temperament, optimism comes from the will.”; “Pessimism is a 
matter of mood; optimism is a matter of will”. This implies that “will” is an important factor 
for optimism in terms of the philosophical viewpoint. Also, an American author, Keller (1904), 
who faced her illness, known as a “deaf, dumb and blind person” to contribute to the social 
welfare activity, stated that “As I stand in the sunshine of a sincere and earnest optimism, my 
imagination paints yet more glorious triumphs on the cloud-curtain of the future”. Similarly, a 
former president of South Africa, Mandela (2012) stated that “Part of being optimistic is 
keeping one’s head pointed toward the sun, one’s feet moving forward”. In addition, the 
founder of SOKA University and a Buddhist, Dr Ikeda (2016) stated as follows, “Nichiren 
Buddhism is deeply rooted in the idea of optimism. Nichiren has a profound view of optimism 
beating within him. Based on this profound and passionate view, Nichiren kept advancing for 
the happiness of all human beings”. This statement indicates that the profound and passionate 
view of optimism is assumed to be the very core of realistic optimism. In terms of 
philosophical viewpoints which are derived from their own life experiences, their views of 
optimism are assumed to be future oriented, and to keep holding hope even in facing various 
difficulties and hardships. In this vein, Magari found the realistic optimism has the conceptual 
similarities in philosophical viewpoints and outlooks of life, which are explained by Alain 
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(1953), Keller (1904), Mandela (2012), and Ikeda (2016). Then, by applying Seligman’s 
attributional style, Magari (2018) assumed that realistic optimism is composed of three-
dimensional factors, “flexibility”, “will and courage’, and “future orientation and hope”, 
including the idea of “resilience”’ at the core of them. Subsequently, Nishaat and Magari 
(2018) attempted to create the realistic optimism scale.
Figure 1 ; Three core factors of realistic optimism and resilience
3 　Realistic optimism scale with Resilience
  As mentioned, based on the idea of Schneider (2001), Magari (2014) defined the realistic 
optimism as “a way of thinking and a way of life that can give good prospects to the future 
even if a person encounters various difficulties”. Also they found the realistic optimism has the 
conceptual similarities in philosophical viewpoints and outlooks of life, which were explained 
by Alain (1953), Keller (1904), Mandela (2012) and Ikeda (2016). By applying Seligman’s 
attributional style, Nishaat and Magari (2018) assumed that the concept of realistic optimism 
is composed of three-dimensional factors, “flexibility”, “will and courage”, and “future 
orientation and hope” including the idea of “resilience” at the core of them, and they proposed 
the new concept of realistic optimism. Resilience is the ability to cope with a crisis or to return 
to pre-crisis status quickly (Stephen et al, 2014). It is often used as an innate ability of humans 
to endure against hardships and/or return as a stronger person than ever before (Magari, 2015). 
Magari placed resilience as a core concept among these three factors, and he believed this idea 
is in accordance with the idea of Schneider (2001), which is to be future oriented, and to keep 
holding hope even if facing various difficulties. In this sense, Magari mentioned that resilience 
can be used as an external criterion to check a criterion related validity in creation of optimism 
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and pessimism scale. Considering these viewpoints, Nishaat and Magari (2019) attempted to 
create a realistic optimism scale, which has three factors with 12 items. 
4 　The new concept of realistic optimism and its practical uses in 
school education 
  The creation of the new realistic optimistic scale which considers philosophical views, 
seems to give a significant influence to various further studies and its practical uses. Especially, 
it is assumed to play a significant role to apply the concept of optimism to school education in 
terms of fostering children’s emotional well-being. Its two significant contributions are 
explained as below. 
  The first point is that, with paying attention to their similarities between realistic optimism 
and the philosophical views, these concepts were integrated with using the three-dimensional 
factors. The concepts of optimism which were rooted in the philosophical views of an 
experienced person, represented by Keller, Mandela, Alan, and Ikeda, seemed to be hardly 
used in the creation of the optimism scale, and this is an innovative attempt. Because of the 
three-dimensional factors, “flexibility”’, “‘will and courage”, and “future orientation and 
hope”, and “resilience” which is placed on the focus of the three factors, the features of the 
realistic optimism were concretely described. As Nishaat and Magari (2018) mentioned, 
realistic optimism, which was integrated with the philosophical views, seems to emphasize the 
differences between the new concept of realistic optimism and conventional optimism in the 
following four points. Firstly, “having unrealistic expectation for the future events”, vs. 
“having positive views for the future events, with facing up to the reality”, secondly, “not 
emphasising the importance of willpower at all”, vs. “emphasising the importance of the 
willpower”, thirdly, “not emphasising the importance of resilience”, vs. “emphasising the 
importance of resilience”, and fourthly, “not relating to efforts to achieve the aim”, vs. “making 
efforts to achieve the aim”. Because “resilience” was placed as a core concept among three 
factors, it highlights that the new concept of realistic optimism is strongly related to one’s 
willpower to overcome hardships and make efforts to achieve the aims. The new concept 
seems to be strongly related to the philosophical views of experienced persons such as Keller, 
Mandela, Alan and Ikeda. Therefore, by learning their philosophical views, attitudes, and 
behaviours, the new concept of realistic optimism is assumed to be concretely described as a 
form of role models. In terms of supporting children’s psychological and emotional well-being 
in moral education, this seems to support children to easily contrast themselves with the role 
models and give more opportunities to them to deepen their own thoughts and attitudes. 
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  In moral education, lessons are often designed to make children think about characters’ 
feelings and attitudes through reading a textbook. In this regard, Yamada (2019) mentioned 
that instead of merely focusing on understanding characters’ thoughts and feelings, it is more 
meaningful for children to ask themselves “what should I do if I were him/her?”. In this sense, 
the new concept of realistic optimism seems to be utilised to describe characters’ thoughts and 
behaviours and support children to easily contrast themselves with the characters. This is 
assumed to help children to develop their moral standards and emotional well-being. Some 
lessons from other subjects, such as Japanese and social studies also provide children with 
opportunities to deepen their own thoughts through learning characters’ attitudes and 
behaviours, while considering the moral values, which were learned from lessons of moral 
education. Even though, there are some different types of optimism which were derived from 
previous studies, it seems to be highly expected to increase the opportunities to apply the 
concept of optimism into educational activities in school. For example, several studies (e.g., 
Fujii, 2017a, 2017b) have been conducted to investigate the relations between the ways of 
children’s optimistic thinking and their school performance. Though these studies are not 
directly related to children’s emotional well-being issues, there are signs of increasing the 
opportunities in the further studies related to optimism in the educational field. 
  The second point is that, because the features of the realistic optimism were clearly 
described by the three factors, it provided more opportunities to utilise the realistic optimism 
in various ways in terms of fostering children’s inner strength. As mentioned above, it was 
emphasized that the new concept of realistic optimism is strongly related to one’s willpower to 
overcome hardships and making efforts to achieve the aims. It seems that the realistic 
optimism shares its common goals with the educational objectives (e.g. zest for living) of 
children’s emotional well-being and moral education. The three factors, “future orientation and 
hope”, “flexibility”, and “will and courage”, may be possible to be applied into educational 
activities such as educational indexes and evaluation criteria. For instance, the three factors 
could be applied to in the following ways, 1) “to be used as supplementary criterions and/or 
expressions of evaluation in the educational evaluation”, 2) “to be used as standards to select 
the course and material contents in moral education”, and 3) “to be used as tips for guidance 
methods and student counselling in school education”. In 2019, according to the new national 
course of study, “moral education” as a special subject, was introduced to all primary and 
lower-secondary schools in Japan, where the objectives and contents of its curriculums were 
amended (Central Council for Education, MEXT, 2019). Moral education has four key areas 
for fostering children’s altruistic attitudes and their moral senses, which are A) “relation to 
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oneself ”, B) “relation to others”, C) “relations to group and society”, and D) “relation to life, 
nature and the sublime”. The contents of the four key areas are aimed to give directions and a 
clue for fostering children’s moral senses and altruistic attitudes, but not to merely make 
children acquire knowledge of the contents of the four areas. As many researchers mentioned, 
one of longstanding issues in moral education was conventional teaching style which 
encouraged children to merely understand character’s feelings in the textbook (Akahori, 2018; 
Nakayama 2020; Sonoya 2016). In the new national course of study, it is stated that lessons in 
moral education should never be limited to encourage children to merely understand 
characters’ feelings and urge them to speak and/or fill in desired answers (MEXT, 2019). In the 
national course of study, the purpose of moral education is designed to foster children’s inner 
strength/abilities, which is required to enable them to make suitable decisions for both oneself 
and others, allowing them to make a judgment based on their own moral standards when they 
face issues. In short, a core objective of moral education is to foster children’s independence of 
mind and their abilities to cope with issues in the future. This seems to indicate that the 
objective of moral education coincides with the concept of realistic optimism. In moral 
education, numerical evaluation method is not permitted; schoolteachers are required to make 
assessments by using a description method, which makes short sentences to evaluate and/or 
explain children’s psychological and emotional developments. In this vein, it could be possible 
that the assessments are written in terms of the three factors, “future orientation and hope”, 
“flexibility”, and “will and courage”. It seems to be an effective way to describe children’s 
attitudes and their emotional developments using the three factors, because the objectives of 
moral education coincide with the concept of realistic optimism. Also, for the similar reason, 
the three factors could be used as standards to select the course and material contents in moral 
education. The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (2012) 
conducted a survey of the operational situation of moral education and the survey indicated 
that school teachers face the following challenging issues and problems; “struggling to know 
effects of teaching” (primary school 48.3%, lower secondary school 42.7%), “struggling to 
know effective teaching methods” (primary school 33.2%, lower secondary school 38.9%), 
and “struggling to get appropriate teaching materials” (primary school 28.1%, lower secondary 
school 37.3%). Since 2019, moral education was put into operation as a special subject, and 
this makes it easier for schoolteachers to obtain teaching materials and textbooks. However, 
schoolteachers still seem to have some difficulties selecting the contents of lessons and to 
improve their teaching methods and instructional approaches. Each school is in a different 
situation, and occasionally schoolteachers need to utilize the regional characteristics and 
consider the school environment in order to give effective lessons. In this sense, using the 
concept of realistic optimism as standards for selection of study materials as well as for 
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improving their teaching methods, seem to help schoolteachers to manage their planning and 
preparations. Also, the three factors may be applied into some other ways in supporting 
children’s educational activities, such as anti-bullying methods, peer support, social skill 
training and special activities. 
  Finally, the creation of the new realistic optimism, which is integrated with the 
philosophical views, seems to be a significant process to deepen the interpretations of 
optimism. The realistic optimism seems to share similar concepts with resilience, but it clearly 
shows new directions of further studies. Also, the creation of the new realistic optimism seems 
to be expected to promote some practical uses of the concept of optimism not only for 
children, but also for anyone living in society. In the future, further research is necessary to 
improve the precision of the realistic optimism scale and its factors. Also, the relationship 
between the realistic optimism and resilience is one of the issues that should be resolved 
because their concepts are partially overlapped. 
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Education of Life and its Practical Uses
Hideo KATO  Haruo MAGARI
Abstract
This study explains about Education of Life. The term “Education of Life” is considered as an 
umbrella term, which includes all sorts of educational activities learning about life. One of the 
core objectives in Education of Life is to encourage children to be aware of their deep 
connections with others and living organisms. As a result, the children gain a deeper 
understanding of themselves. Furthermore, children are encouraged to recognise how precious 
their life is, and how to evaluate themselves as precious and irreplaceable individuals. By 
considering several educational and psychological views and theories, this study describes 
several examples of unique lessons of Education of Life. These examples clearly highlight the 
aims of Education of Life, and also indicate how effectively Education of Life plays a role to 
foster children’s compassion and altruistic behaviours. This eventually contributes to taking a 
step forward to tackle the bullying issue. 
1　Why do we need the Education of Life now?
（ 1 ） What is the meaning of “Life” ? 
 If the word “Life” is written in Japanese Hiragana character, it is written as “いのち”(I-no-
chi). Also if the word “Life” is written in Japanese Kanji character, it is written as “生命”(Se-i-
me-i) and/or “命”(I-no-chi). There are subtle differences in meaning among them. The Japanese 
Kanji character,“生命”(Se-i-me-i) is often used to express a meaning of life activity (biological 
activity), such as the origin of life, life on earth, and life science. The Japanese Kanji character, 
“命”(I-no-chi) and “生命”(Se-i-me-i) are alike, but to stretch a point, “命”(I-no-chi) is often 
used to press something related with “Life and Death”. On the other hand, the Japanese 
Hiragana character “いのち”(I-no-chi) seems to be used to express a meaning of life in abroad 
sense more than “命”(I-no-chi) and “生命”(Se-i-me-i) do. In this regard, Kondo (2007) stated 
that when using the Hiragana character “いのち”(I-no-chi), it seems to express a meaning of 
life in terms of not only physical existence, but also integrated presence, which includes 
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mental and social aspects of life. In short, all sorts of things, which occur in one’s life, are 
considered as life itself. Therefore, “Education of Life” is considered as an umbrella term, 
which includes all the related educational activities learning about life.  
（ 2 ） What is the objective for Education of Life?
 Kondo (2007) mentioned that “Life” can be broadly classified into three categories:
1) scarcity value: something limited, gift from parents, and precious thing 
2) relationships: marriage, sex, and a life-style
3) inevitability: funeral, cancer, and death. 
Basically, the Kanji Character “命”(I-no-chi) is made of two different Kanji characters, 
“口”(Ku-chi) and “令”(Re-i). The Kanji character “口”(Ku-chi) means “mouth”, and 
“令”(Re-i) means “order” respectively. This implies that “命”(I-no-chi) means to receive 
instruction and/or revelation from a god, heaven, and/or a holy aspect. Human beings cannot 
be born by his or her choice. Also, one’s life is limited, and humans cannot keep living by their 
own will. “Life” is something mysterious and it is beyond human understanding. When 
carefully considering the mystery of “Life”, we will reach a conclusion that human beings 
need to accept the idea that we are supported and kept alive by all things around us. In this 
sense, one of the objectives of Education of Life is to learn this. 
（ 3 ）Realising the dignity of life
 There are some children who tend to pay little attention to others. They can enjoy from 
inflicting injury on a socially vulnerable person and/or use violence against their own family 
members. This is a particular behaviour of these children. School bullying would be considered 
as anti-social behaviour, lacking sensitivity or the capacity for deep feeling for others. Also, 
this is assumed to be a typical example of these children. On the other hand, there are some 
children who heavily struggle to overcome their difficulties and fail to cope with them. 
Consequently, the circumstances result in them taking their own life, without much respect for 
their own life. Nowadays, children’s mental health and their inner strength seems to be getting 
weaker and weaker without realising it. With facing these situations, now we are required to 
think again how we should foster children’s emotional well-being and zest for living. By 
respecting all lives including oneself, others, plants, and animals, and fostering a feeling of 
awe, children’s emotional well-being and zest for living are assumed to be cultivated. 
（ 4 ）Modern society and privatisation
 Children’s tendency to think lightly of lives, seems to encourage children to move towards 
privatism. In sociology, the tendency of people who spend their lives less in the public domain, 
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and more within the confines of particular group, is called as privatization and/or privatism. 
Their attitudes and behaviours of privatization can be classified into several types, such as 
impulsive behaviour type, pathological retreat type, and so on. For example, collective 
behaviours such as beating others up, bullying in school, and joining various gangs are 
classified as the impulsive behaviour type, which is related to the tendency to think nothing of 
hurting others and take actions for selfish reasons. Furthermore, personal behaviours such as 
doing glue sniffing, social withdrawal, and suicide, are classified as the pathological retreat 
type, which is related to the tendency to think nothing of their own life. In the modern society, 
it seems that people’s interests in others’ existence and various social activities, are fading and 
they tend to merely satisfy their desires. This seems to be strongly related to their tendency to 
think little of all living things and disrespect relations among them.
（ 5 ）Learning from Holistic Education
 In recent years, “Holistic Education” has been paid attention to as one of the educational 
visions in the US. The word “Holistic” originally comes from a Greek word “Holos”, which 
means “whole”. The word “Holos” includes the meaning of “all the things are related each 
other”, “one is connected with the wider world”, and “realising that all the relations among all 
living things”. In short, Holistic Education seems to emphasize the importance of “keeping 
valances”, “comprehensiveness”, and “relations”. Especially, Holistic Education places the 
great importance on “relations with others”. In Holistic Education, children are encouraged to 
keep the connections with others, and accept others while having sympathy. Adopting this 
attitude would eventually contribute to cultivating each individual’s ability, capacity, and 
character. Moreover, it would accentuate their rich sense of humanity. In a sense, Holistic 
Education emphasises the importance of mutual, complementary, and reciprocal relations 
between supporting side and supported side.
（ 6 ）Awareness of connections with all living beings
 In Holistic Education, children are encouraged to raise their awareness of connections 
between people and nature, human beings and living organisms, people and the planet, people 
and the universe. As a consequence, this helps the children to know themselves and awake 
their best self, which is “identity as great I am”. From the above, the objectives of Holistic 
Education seem to be strongly related to those of Education of Life. It is an important process 
to acknowledge we owe what we are now to all others through the aware of connections 
between people and all other things. This is one of the core objectives in Education of Life.
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２ 　Self-esteem as emotional support to live 
（ 1 ）Self-esteem as a foundation of self-actualization 
 An American psychologist, Maslow (1970) introduced the concept of a hierarchy of needs, 
which indicates that people are motivated to fulfil their basic needs, such as “Physiological 
needs”, “Safety needs”, “Belongingness and love needs”, “Esteem needs”, and “Self-
actualization”. Maslow believed that in order to have fulfilling daily lives, it is important to 
fulfil these needs adequately. In Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, he classified esteem needs into 
two categories, “esteem for oneself” and “the desire for reputation or respect from others”. 
“Esteem for oneself” is a desire related to self-esteem and self-respect, such as a desire to be 
competent, to do a good job, and to gain confidence. “Respect from others” is a desire related 
to appreciation from others and society, such as a desire to gain fame, to secure a position, to 
win credit. Especially, “esteem for oneself” in esteem needs, seems to be strongly related to 
the objective of Education of Life. Fulfilling the esteem for oneself, is a foundation for “Self-
actualization needs”, which is the highest level in Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which 
indicates realization of a person’s potential and self-fulfilment. For human being, it is 
important to be confident within oneself. The first step in achieving this is to satisfy self-
esteem adequately. In this sense, one of the objectives in Education of Life is to foster 
children’s self-esteem.
（ 2 ）Fulfilling ‘basic self-esteem’ and education of life
 Kondo (2007) attempted to understand self-esteem from two perspectives, which are “social 
self-esteem” and “basic self-esteem”. Rosenberg (1989) explained social self-esteem to be 
related to the belief that “one is very good”. This is also based on some sort of sense of 
superiority that would be gained by comparison with others. In short, social self-esteem is built 
by relatively comparing oneself with others. On the other hand, basic self-esteem seems to be 
related to the belief that “one is good enough” as explained by Rosenberg (1989). This relates 
to the attitude that unconditionally accept oneself as it is, and evaluate oneself in a positive 
manner. In this vein, the aim in Education of Life is also to enrich basic self-esteem, which is 
related to the attitude to accept oneself, to love oneself, and to respect oneself. Through 
Education of Life, it is aimed to foster children’s self-esteem.  
（ 3 ）Young people and suicide
 Nowadays, suicide among young people, caused by bullying has become a serious issue. It 
is sad and painful incidents that promising young people take their own life, and it should be 
avoided. Suicide is broadly classified into 3 categories:
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1) suicide to escape torture, (unbearable to torture and pressure from the real world)
2) suicide to oppose against assailant, (retaliating and/or asserting oneself by committing 
suicide)
3) suicide due to a yearning for the world of fantasy, (yearning for death and/or beautifying the 
concept of death). 
From the psychological viewpoint, when the intrinsic aggressiveness that human beings 
possess is directed outside, it is thought to be represented as a form of “violence” and 
“murder”, while when their intrinsic aggressiveness is directed inside, it is thought to be 
represented as a form of “suicide”. From the above, suicide due to bullying, seems to be 
classified into category 1 or category 2. As one of the ideas, suicide seems to be expressed by 
the following equation: “suicide” = f (1 / “hope”). This equation indicates that the larger the 
hope grows, the smaller the possibility of suicide. When coping with suicide of young people, 
it is necessary to give them a ray of hope in various ways. By the way, nowadays, as one of the 
educational views, children are encouraged to contemplate the matter of life and death, and 
this is called as “Death Education” and/or “Education of Life and Death”. In a broad sense, 
this is also assumed to be a part of Education of Life. The major objectives of Death Education 
are explained as follows:
1) preparation for death
2) clarifying the issues in the final stage of life
3) care for the inexorable separation of death
4) suicide prevention. 
In this sense, Death Education seems to play a critical role to tackle with bullying issue and 
suicide of young people. It is necessary that the Death Education is actively used as an 
important part of Education of Life to encourage children to learn how important the life is.        
（ 4 ）Indispensable self-affirmation
 It is necessary to encourage children to cultivate their self-esteem in order to cope with 
young people’s suicide ideation. However, their self-esteem should not be merely based on a 
sense of superiority such as “being number one”, which means that I am superior comparing 
with others, but, it should be based on an awareness such as “being only one”, which means 
that each one of us is precious, and irreplaceable existence. In short, children are required to 
evaluate themselves as precious and irreplaceable existence. Recently, several psychological 
theories and psychotherapies have been paid attention to, and one of them is Transactional 
Analysis (TA). The word “Transactional” is used to express the meaning of human relations. 
In terms of the theory of Transactional Analysis, the concept of “The life positions” is used to 
explain how a person’s relationship with others are formed by their own thoughts and attitudes. 
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The life positions, described by TA are classified into four types, which are:
1) “I’m OK - You’re OK”
2) “I’m OK - You’re not OK”
3) “I’m not OK - You’re OK”
4) “I’m not OK - You’re not OK”
In these four life positions, an ideal position is assumed to be 1), which express one’s positive 
feelings towards both oneself and others. This position refers to the idea that a person can 
evaluate himself positively (I am OK), and also show one’s cooperative attitude to others, then 
learn many things from others (You are OK). This is assumed to contribute into cultivating a 
healthy mind in young people. In order to prevent self-negating feeling such as suicidal 
ideation, it is necessary to pay attention to the idea that positively acknowledging both oneself 
and others (“I am OK - You are OK”).
３ 　Prevention of bullying, advocacy and altruistic behaviour
（ 1 ）Empathy and sharing
 As mentioned above, the impulsive behaviour type, which is related to the attitudes to think 
nothing of hurting others and take actions for oneself without thinking others, is the opposite 
idea of consideration and kindness. In psychology, “empathy” is defined as feeling and 
understanding other people’s emotions from another person’s standpoint. Generally, it is 
assumed that we use our own frame of reference and make judgement about other persons. 
However, to understand others empathetically, it seems to be necessary for us to recognize the 
things through the other person’s frame of reference. The word “empathy” is often used, when 
we share the feelings with others. While, the word “share” is used, when we share not only our 
feelings, but also time, place, situation, things, and so on. In a sense, it is necessary to provide 
children with educational environments, which encourage them to share time, place, situations, 
and things with other persons. This is assumed to contribute to fostering children’s compassion 
for others and cultivating their altruistic behaviours.
（ 2 ）Nurturing parent and nurturance
 In Transactional Analysis, the state of one’s mind is explained with using the following five 
key words; “Critical parent (CP)”, “Nurturing parent (NP)”, “Adult (A)”, “Free child (FC)” 
and “Adapted child (AC)”. The key word “Nurturing parent (NP)” is used to refer to 
compassion and kindness. In Education of Life, children are encouraged to learn the attitudes 
and minds relating to “Nurturing parent (NP)”. For example, when a child hears a baby’s 
crying, she may say “why does he cry?”, when a child sees withered flowers, she may say “it 
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is pitiful”, when a child sees a toddling infant, she may say “lovely”, and when a child sees her 
mother look tired, she may say “are you OK mum?”. These are examples which show how a 
child responds to and takes care of others with her sense of nurturance. In a sense, “Nurturing 
parent (NP)” in Transactional Analysis seems to be strongly related to these examples of 
nurturance. It is not too much to say that it is essential for children to cultivate their sense of 
nurturance to grow up as a fine adult. Through the experiences of being loved by parents and 
having warm human relations, children’s sense of nurturance would be greatly developed. 
Also, the experience of taking care of plants and animals, caring an infant, and supporting 
elderly would contribute to development of children’s sense of nurturance. In this sense, 
observational learning and experiential learning seem to play a critical role for this issue. 
（ 3 ）Bullying and nurturance 
 It is a critical to foster children’s compassion and kindness in order to cope with bullying 
issues. As a fundamental step in coping with the bullying issues, school teachers may attempt 
to grasp the reality of the situation and may give a guidance directly to some children. This 
seems to be an effective approach, but this is assumed to be a kind of symptomatic treatments, 
which has some limitations as a prevention method of bullying. Through the daily school life, 
children constantly and comprehensively need to learn altruistic behaviours, and this is 
assumed to effectively contribute in fostering their compassion and altruistic behaviours. 
Several years ago, Magari (1987) conducted a survey on 5,000 primary and lower-secondary 
school children regarding their life styles and behaviours. The results of the survey showed 
that children who have no experience of bullying others, tend to take good care of their 
stationery and tools for studying more than children who have experience of bullying others 
do. Among the primary school children who have no experience of bullying others, about 83% 
of them agreed to take good care of their stationery and tools for studying. On the other hand, 
among children who have experience of bullying others, about 70% of them agreed to it. This 
result showed a statistical significance, and it implied that children’s habits of taking care of 
things, are strongly related to no experience of bullying behaviours. Moreover, the results 
showed that the primary school children who have no experience of bullying others, hardly 
break a branch from a tree and flowers, comparing with those who have bullying experiences. 
Among the lower-secondary school children who have bullying experiences, 69.9% of them 
have experience of breaking a branch from a tree and flowers, while among those who have no 
bullying experience, 42% of them have experience about it. There was a statistically significant 
difference between children who have experience of bullying others and those who do not 
have.
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（ 4 ）Deterrence against bullying and altruistic behaviours
 The same survey showed several interesting results regarding children’s altruistic 
behaviours, nurturance, and deterrent against bullying. Some kinds of pro-social behaviours 
such as enhancing good relation to others and taking actions for others, are often called as 
“altruistic behaviours”. For example, children who have experiences to give up a seat for an 
elderly person, tend to give a support to victims when they are bullied more than children do 
not have experiences to offer their seat. In this vein, among children who do not have 
experiences to offer their seat, comparatively more children show their less pro-social 
behaviours when they see others are involved in bullying issues. This implies that there is a 
relation between behaviours of caring elderly and deterrence against bullying. Children having 
no experiences to hurt small animals, tend to give a support to victims of bullying. This also 
implies that children’s nurturance contributes to fostering their pro-social behaviours as 
deterrence against bullying. From the above, encouraging children to take care of all living 
beings around them, seems to be an important step to reinforce their sense of nurturance and 
deterrence against bullying.  
（ 5 ）The low level of altruistic behaviours among Japanese children
 In 2005, Magari and his colleagues conducted a survey about sympathetic behaviours of 
primary school pupils in six nations (Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, US, and UK). 
This survey was aimed to explore the children’s sympathetic behaviours at home and in the 
local community (180 male and 190 female participants in Japan). The result showed that to 
the question “offer your seat for senior citizen on a bus or train”, less than 60% of Japanese 
children answered, “very often” and “sometimes”, which was the lowest score of any nation. 
Furthermore, Human Education Study Group (1993) conducted a survey about bullying and 
5300 primary and lower-secondary school children, and 1500 schoolteachers were invited to 
answer to the questions. To the question ‘what do you imagine from the word “violence”?’, the 
most popular answer from both children and school teachers was not any of the following 
words “destruction”, “nuclear weapon”, “discrimination”, “physical punishment”, and 
“competitive entrance examination”, but, it was ”bullying”. Bullying as both psychological 
and physical violence, is assumed to lie on the opposite side of altruistic behaviours. In terms 




４ 　Education for fostering children’s sensitivity, -Devised study material, 
observational learning, experiential learning, and effective group activities-
 In Education of Life, it is emphasized to provide children with practical environments, 
which is aimed to activate children’s five senses (sight, touch, taste, smell, and hearing). With 
effectively using study materials, it is required to provide lessons which are based on 
experiential learning, observational learning and effective group activities. Also these 
approaches are assumed to be applied not only to moral education, but also to the all study 
subjects, such as social studies, Japanese language, science, home economic, health and 
physical education, homeroom activities, student council activities, special activities, and hour 
for comprehensive studies. 
（ 1 ）Devised study materials - activating children’s sensitivity-
 It is not too much to say that the success or failure of Education of Life is strongly related to 
the devised study materials. For example, The National School Nurse Circle Conference (2007) 
has been promoting school nurses’ interesting lessons, which is called “lesson of life and sex”. 
In the lesson, the school nurse prepares three handmade dolls; 20g grams of a baby doll (three 
months of pregnancy), 500 grams of a baby doll (6 months of pregnancy), and 2500 grams of a 
baby doll (height; 50cm), and this seems to actively encourage children to learn with using 
their sense of sight and touch. Throughout the lesson, children would learn about how their 
own life had been carefully nourished in their mothers’ uterus, and that their lives are precious 
and irreplaceable. Also, through the process of making handmade dolls with involving 
children’s mothers and schoolteachers, both mothers and teachers often mentioned that they 
are able to experience how precious the life is. For another example, Dr Suzuki, the director of 
maternity hospital (2007) visited primary schools and gave some lessons titled “workshop for 
the value of life”. In the lessons, dolls of a fetus were provided for the children to have 
practical experiences, which includes to touch a baby doll (touch), listen to the fetus’s 
heartbeat from pregnant woman (hearing), listen to what pregnant woman said about her baby 
(hearing), have simulated experience with using the womb made of cloth (touch), and so on. 
Dr Suzuki used unique approaches with his creativity and ingenuity, and the lessons were 
aimed to encourage children to strengthen their self-esteem and understand the preciousness of 
life. In short, his lessons were aimed to encourage children to learn that they were born wanted 
by their parents, that they have the strength to live and the power to make other people around 
them happy. Fukasawa (2005) had been conducting Education of Life as a part of moral 
education using devised study materials, which was aimed to attract children’s interest. For 
example, he showed nutritional information of human being such as 40l water, 20kg carbon, 4l 
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ammonia, etc (sight), then showed the price of human 3,000 Japanese yen (app. £24). His 
inventive approach seemed to provoke children’s interest, and they actively and intensively 
learned the things. With using morally not appropriate expressions, children were strongly 
motivated to focus on his lessons, and in a sense this is an attractive approach in terms of 
easily drawing children’s attention. In the future, Education of Life is assumed to play an 
important role to provide lessons of global warming issues with using an inventive approach. 
（ 2 ）Awareness and insight through observational learning
 Abiru (1998) conducted the interesting lessons in drawing and crafts class in a primary 
school in Hiroshima. The title of lesson was “to be a master of scintillation”, and he asked 
children to bring one of their favourite stones with them. Then, in the lesson, children were 
asked to carefully look at the stone, then close their eyes and touch the stone, and to use their 
imagination to understand what the stone says to you. This is an example of the lessons which 
cultivate children’s sensibility. The lessons which are aimed to cultivate children’s sensibility, 
seem to encourage children to deepen their understanding of natural materials through 
observational learning. These approaches also seem to encourage them to experience some 
surprise and excitement, respect the nature and enrich their own expressive power. In short, 
fostering children’s sensitivity is assumed to be the foundation of Education of Life. Similarly, 
Sugai (1998) conducted the interesting lessons in science class in a primary school in Osaka. 
The title of his lesson was ‘life of living creatures’ and he showed children imitation flowers, 
withered flowers, and cut flowers. Then children were asked a question about “what is the 
meaning of being alive?”. Through observing dried-up grasses, children would find tiny insects 
and/or small hairs on the dried-up grasses. This lesson aimed to make children to recognise 
small lives hidden inside grasses, and this eventually encouraged them not only to see the 
surface of things, but also to see hidden fundamental things. 
（ 3 ）Relationship and sharing - through experiential learning-  
 Obitsu primary school in Chiba (2007) is known as the school which has been providing 
dietary education with using “aigamo farming technique”. Throughout the year, by taking care 
of aigamo (duck) and experiencing farm work, children have been learning the preciousness of 
foods and life. Occasionally children needed to look after sick duck and through the interaction 
with small animals, they would cultivate their compassionate heart. In this practice, by 
recognising the fact that aigamo (duck) eat harmful insects and weeds, which supports rice 
plants to grow, children would learn that all living things are supporting each other, which 
shows connections of life. In a primary school in Okinawa, as a part of school events, children 
visited a national sanatorium for hansen’s disease patients, and communicated with elderly. 
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Through the process of getting information, presentation, visiting sanatorium, and discussion, 
children were encouraged to deepen their understanding of the disease and discrimination, and 
they could understand how important it is to be thoughtful of others. Seki (2007) conducted 
the lessons at music class in a primary school in Saitama. The title of lesson was “to cooperate 
together”, which was aimed to give children experience in cooperation. In the lesson, two 
children were asked to share a keyboard harmonica, and one child breathed into the keyboard 
harmonica and the other child touched the keyboard to make a sound. Through the cooperative 
experiences, children could increase their confidence and self-esteem. 
（ 4 ）Facing with illness and death -life is limited- 
 Morita (2007) conducted Education of Life, which was aimed to make children be aware 
that life is limited by letting them care of rabbits in a primary school in Toyama. Children were 
given several duties, which included feeding a rabbit, cleaning a rabbit hutch, and playing with 
the rabbit. However, with advancing age, the rabbit became weak and struggled to move 
around. Children took care of the rabbit, but actually they could do nothing to prevent his 
death. Through the experience of taking care of small animals, children could be aware that 
life is limited and experienced hardships and sadness. Tanaka (2003) conducted lessons that he 
read to children a story titled “young brothers who could not become adults”. The outline of 
the story was that in the war era, a younger brother died of malnutrition, and his elder brother 
suffered from his brother’s death. Through learning the story, children could be aware of the 
preciousness of life. After the lessons, many positive feedbacks were given from children and 
these were mainly about “life”, such as “most precious thing given from my parents”, 
“irreplaceable treasure”, “many people suffer if committing suicide”, “life is an ability to 
survive”, “I am supported by my family to live”, “many people around me support me to live”, 
and so on. This lesson was aimed to encourage children to reflect deeply about their own life, 
and also feel the message that “your existence is important” and “try to live strong”. Also, The 
National School Nurse Circle Conference conducted some lessons regarding the death, which 
included the following:
1) Teachers read to children a story titled “Badger’s Parting Gifts”
2) Showing a picture of a young girl who had a major surgery for cerebral aneurysm and with 
miraculously strong will, she kept writing poetry until she died at the age of 18. By showing 
her picture, children were asked to think over the death. 
 After the lesson, feedback was given by the children, such as “when thinking about death, I 
could understand the preciousness of life”, “I cannot waste my life”, “how wonderful it is to be 
alive”, and so on. This is a form of “Death Education” as it encourages children to be aware of 
the preciousness of life by learning about death. No one can escape from the four inevitables 
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in human life, which are “birth”, “aging”, “sickness”, and “death”. In this sense, like the 
“Death Education” does, Education of Life seems to play a significant role to encourage 
children to face the four inevitables for deepening their understanding of life. As long as we 
are alive, it is necessary for us to seriously face inevitable reality of life. In doing so, this 
would contribute to taking a step forward to tackle the bullying issue effectively.
５ 　Closing remarks
 Currently, the human race has been facing the coronavirus issue, which is the worst issue 
that has ever happened in human history. In less than a year, three hundred thirty thousand 
people have died of the coronavirus in the US. Also, in the UK where I live, already seventy 
thousand people have died and in the world as a whole, more than one million seven hundred 
sixty thousand people have passed away. From now on, we humans need to coexist with this 
virus, and this will be the biggest issue over a long period of time. It is important for us to 
understand how we should protect our lives from the virus to realise the sustainable 
development goals (SHGs). In this sense, it is necessary for children to study about the related 
issues through moral education, society studies, and integrated learning period in school. 
Moreover, it is necessary to encourage children to think about their own life in terms of 
medical and economic development, the gap between the rich and the poor, humans and their 
biased views, and mutual cooperation between nations. It is the mission of Education of Life 
to provide the opportunities for children to think about their own life.  
*NHK coronavirus website (visited date; 30,12,2020).
The number of people infected The number of the dead
The whole world 80,783,674 1,764,863
The US 19,132,726 333,118
The UK  2,288,345 70,752
Prof. Marc Lipsitch from school of public health, Harvard University, made a comment as 
follows.
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being. Pollard and Lee  (2003)  emphasized happiness, whereas Diener  and Suh  (1997) 
emphasized life satisfaction.  In another study, most  individuals reported a positive  level of 
subjective well-being (SWB) and satisfaction with important life domains (Diener and Diener 
1996). This  research found evidence  that average subjective well-being was greater  than 
neutral for 86 percent of the 43 nations studied.
    Deb et al (2019) state that an individualʼs psychological well-being depends primarily 
on how the  individual perceives  lifeʼs various problems. Research stated  that a particular 
individual becomes less vulnerable to mental illness and can become happier if that individual 
could interpret a situation or problem in a positive way. Besides, feeling happy is beneficial to 






















US and Brazil,  it was observed that  the perceived feelings of happiness  level was different 
significantly between two countries. Brazilian students were less happy than their American 
























2　Well-being in India 
    India is a unique country with diverse societies, history, culture, and traditions. So, many 
aspects will be needed to  take into consideration  to clarify  the  idea of well-being in India. 
Biswas-Diener, Tay, and Diener (2012) reviewed past studies and research on Indian well-
being under the theme of “Happiness in India” and stated: “Is happiness an “outside-in” or an 
“inside-out” phenomenon? That  is, how much of an  individual’s happiness  is a matter of 
personal  attitude versus how much  it might be  influenced by  the external  and material 
conditions of that person’s life.” Based on the concept that outside-in factors such as income 
contribute  to well-being,  the Government of  India maximizes well-being by promoting 
economic, labor, and health policies, which will create collective well-being.
    On  the other hand,  to  some extent, happiness may depend upon how an  individual 
interprets everyday events. Biswas-Diener and Diener (2001, 2006) conducted two studies in 
Kolkataʼs street dwellers,  slum dwellers, and sex  industry workers. The study found  that 
despite  the difficult economic conditions  in which slum dwellers  live,  they were modestly 
satisfied with their lives, involving certain areas of life such as morals, food, and family. 
    In India, perhaps  the most  important aspect of  inside-out happiness  is associated with 
fateful thinking. Indian culture is well known for its concept of karma (fate). Karma is the idea 














happiness was positively correlated with  social  support  and negatively correlated with 
perceived stress. The results show that negative life events are associated with stress but not 
happiness. Results also showed that female students reported higher levels of well-being than 
male students at  similar  stress  levels. Also, academic performance was not  significantly 
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associated with stress or well-being.
    HT-MaRS happiness survey was conducted in 16 different cities in India (2013). It was 
conducted among 5400 people. Result  showed  that  smaller cities have a higher  level of 
happiness than metropolises in the factors, such as health, monetary possession, and personal 



























    Similarly,  the scale created by Ito et al. (2003) consists of a total of 15 items extracted 





(negative emotions).  In addition, Shimai et al.  (2004) created a  Japanese version of  the 
Subjective Happiness Scale made by Lyubomirsky and Lepper  (1999), consisting of  four 
items. Moreover, it mentioned a negative correlation with each symptom score of the General 












































being.  Japan  is known as a country with  low happiness  than  the national  income  level 
compared to other countries.
    Diener et al.  (1985) conducted a survey of American college students using  the Life 
Satisfaction Scale with five questions using Likert method (1-7). The total score was 23-26 for 
university students in the United States. On the other hand, Oishi (2010) conducted a survey 
using  the Japanese version of  the same scale, and  the  total  score of  Japanese university 
students was about 18-22 points, which indicates a lower level of Life satisfaction in Japan. 
    Diener  and Suh  (1997) described  that  though  there  is  a general  tendency  for  life 
satisfaction to be high in economically prosperous countries, happiness  is high in countries 
like Brazil and Argentina, where income is relatively low. However, it is low in Japan, which 










true meaning of peopleʼs happiness,  it  is necessary  to understand  the “cultural view of 
















4　Comparison between Japan and India
    In the previous section, characteristics of well-being in Japan and India were clarified. 





had both Indian and Japanese data,  the  indigenous emotions clustered  into “pleasant” and 
“unpleasant” groups. It shows that there is a similarity in the concept of happiness in these two 
countries.




difference between two countries.  In Indiaʼs case,  the difference between rich and poor  is 



















    Another study was conducted  in  India which  included all age groups. Among  those 
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Comparative Study of Subjective Well-Being in India and Japan
Comparative Study of Subjective Well-Being 
in India and Japan.
Aneesah NISHAAT  Haruo MAGARI
Abstract 
    This paper  is  a comparative  study of well-being  in  India and  Japan.  In  this paper, 
researchers tried to compare various aspect of wellbeing in both countries. First,  this paper 
analyzed  the  concept of well-being and  factors  affecting well-being  in both  countries 































































































































































































































































































（ 2 ） 理論や法則は、事実によって確かめるべきで、それに反する事実が出現したと
きは、その理論や法則は棄却される。
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A Study of Tsunesaburo Makiguchi’s Soka Education
―Focusing on That World View―
Akisumi NAGASHIMA
In this reseach, order to approach the Soka idea itself, which is the core of Soka education, 
“Makiguchi’s life itself” and “Makiguchi’s writings” “What has been inherited by the disciples 
Toda and Ikeda,” and the studies of Mahayana Buddhism, which supports the Soka idea, 
Platon Socrates’s idea, and people who seem to be close to Makiguchi’s idea. This is because 
Makiguchi’s Soka idea is rooted in the fertile knowledge that connects the West and the East.
Makiguchi, who lived in the era focusing on “life,” questioned the dualism of the scholarship 
formed by Western culture.
He tried to create a new paradigm in the field of education, using the idea of Mahayana 
Buddhism, which has the theory of dependent that Not all things can exist in total isolation and 
all things mutually dependent on each other, as a core .
Makiguchi argued that educational activities in schools are based on the relationship between 
oneself and others, who are lives, and criticized Kant, who takes value as a bystander in order 
to make educational activities valuable. subject himself to envision Soka education, including 
the theory of value to capture the value as being involved.
As a teacher and a principal, Makiguchi, who proposed a systematic pedagogical book (The 
System of Value-Creating Pedagogy) that puts the well-being of children first, and approached 
the military nation of the time to “humanitarian competition” with the nations of the world. 
Makiguchi’s “interest” is based on the universal view of the world of Mahayana Buddhism, 
and I think that is at the core of Makiguchi’s image of education and teachers.
The System of Value-Creating Pedagogy (Soka kyoikugaku taikei) that Makiguchi was trying 
to conceive could not physically clarify the whole concept and further scrutinize its contents 
when he died in prison. However, it is thought that the System of Value-Creating Pedagogy , 
which has become the incompleteness, has become a book entrusted with Tsunesaburo 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































1 　 厚生労働省「厚生科学審議会疾病対策部会指定難病検討委員会（第 7 回）　資料

































































A Consideration on the Guidance 
of Self-reliance Activities (Jirits-Katsudou) 
for Children with Muscular Dystrophy
Hisayoshi SUGIMOTO
　　Teachers who teach children with muscle dysfunction, from regular schools to special 
schools, find that they lack information about what they teach. Therefore, as a reference for 
guidance, I thought about how to teach the self-reliance activities (Jirits-Katsudou) of children 
with muscle dysfunction based on the explanation of the learning course and materials related 
to illness, rehabilitation, and nursing.
  We reaffirmed that the difficulty of learning and living due to rare diseases is so great that 
it is not easy for children to plan and teach as their own learning. At the same time, I was able 
to reaffirm the importance of creating an environment where I can interact with people with 






























































































の 4 本柱とは①知ることを学ぶ（Learning to know）、②為すことを学ぶ（Learning to 
do）、③（他者と）共に生きることを学ぶ（Learning to live together, Learning to live 






































































































































註 1 ） 文科省のホームページには「文部科学省及び日本ユネスコ国内委員会では、ユ
ネスコスクールをESDの推進拠点として位置づけています」とある。（https://
www.mext.go.jp/unesco/004/1339976.htm）






















A Consideration for Designing Teacher Training Courses 
for UNESCO School as a Base of Education 
for Sustainable Development in Japan
Kazuhiko SEKITA
　　　This is a summary of some concerns about developing a teacher training program for 
UNESCO schools at Soka University professional graduate school of teacher education. To 
design a course “ESD and UNESCO school” several considerations are discussed.
   Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) has become a central issue for 
implementing newly revised curriculum guidelines. The focus of curriculum guidelines is on 
fostering new generations who willingly take their responsibility for developing sustainable 
society. To develop ESD in Japan, the role of UNESCO schools is closed up as a formal base 
of ESD by the Ministry of Education. In Japan there are over a thousand UNESCO schools, 
and they are expected to demonstrate examples of ESD practices and to become a model for 
other local schools. 
   However, not all UNESCO schools are well functioning to show model practices. 
There could be figured several reasons for it, but three critical reasons are discussed in this 
paper. At first, there are not enough comprehensions about UNESCO school’s mission and 
practices and its relationship between ESD and ordinal believes in curriculum guidelines. So 
adding opportunities to learn the role of UNESCO schools to advance ESD in several pre-
service teacher training courses is suggested. At second, there are not efficient training for 
teachers’ ability to design ESD curriculum based on UNESCO school spirit. Showing good 
cases such as Teshima’s practices to generate their practical image should be effective for 
undergraduate students and pre-service teachers. At third, there are few opportunities for 
experiencing ESD and whole-school approach under the ordinal pre-service teacher training 
programs. It is recommended that students collaboratively participate UNESCO school 









































　 1  物理学会（筆者が長年にわたり所属していた）誌に出たレビュー的論考から 
　 2  平和教育と平和学研究の中から
　 3  大学での平和学講座の実例から
　 4  学校などの理科・社会科教育実践として























































































































































































































































































































































　質問 6 、 7 、11については、2019年度の正答率が高かった（80～90%）。2020年度
の夏季スクーリング受講生には文言を矢印（→）以降の内容に変えて実施したところ、

























3 ヨーロッパでは、錬金術という技術で鉄や鉛を金にすることができた。   錬金
4 動物では骨格のカルシウム以外の脂肪や筋肉、内臓などは主に非金属元素でできている。 物質
5 10個の同じサイコロを同時にふると 1 の目は 2 個あった。1 が出る確率は 1 / 5 である。 確率



































































































4 ）岡本三男：広島大学平和センター HP，長崎平和研究講座第 1 回 ｢平和とは何か，
平和学入門｣， https://home.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/heiwa/cons/kyoiku/nagasaki1.html
5 ）澤村雅史：2017－2018年度研究プロジェクト報告 キリスト教主義学校における
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Radiation education practice for liberal arts students 
to deepen their understanding of the connection 
between nuclear power plants and nuclear weapons
— Thinking about the reality and future of nuclear deterrence in the world 
from learning about the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident —
Nobukazu KIRIYAMA
From the standpoint of physics education, there is the question of how to deepen the 
understanding of the connection between nuclear power plants and nuclear weapons. The 
following practices were carried out in the science subjects in charge. After explaining the 
physics of nuclear weapons and the history of nuclear weapons development up to the present 
day, students will organize their opinions on the idea of nuclear deterrence. “Students first 
think about why nuclear deterrence is needed, which gives them a” realism “in their 
impressions and what they say to their children, and makes peace theory less ideal.” It was 
determined that the educational hypothesis mentioned above could hold. The content of 
“reality” was as follows. The students asked what the state of peace was. From the analysis of 
the text, the concepts of “global stability by nuclear deterrence” and “what is true peace” could 
be extracted. The results also show that students recognize the issues of nuclear deterrence and 









2012年 2 、 3 月に、大学構内の空間線量率が事故前後でどのように増加しているのか
を知るため、構内30地点で空間線量率（ 1 m線量、地表面線量）の測定を行った。そ
の結果、数10cm四方の地面で 5 か所のマイクロスポットが認められた。 8 年後の
2020年に再度測定を行った結果、 1 m線量は2012年の値より低下し、マイクロスポッ














































1 日目　2012年 2 月17日　正門から本部棟まで全域21地点　①～㉑













　表 1 に、測定地点、地面の特徴、 1 m線量、地表面線量を示す。Mは 3 回測定の平
均値、SDは標準偏差である。 1 m線量は0.045～0.114μSv/h、地表面線量は0.053～
0.775μSv/hの範囲であった。 1 m線量は原発事故前より高くなっていた。また、ほ
とんどの測定地点で地表面線量は 1 m線量よりも高かった。 1 m線量に対する地表面













M ±SD M ±SD
① 正門前 芝生 0.080 0.008 0.074 0.001 
② 工学部横（現在は理工学部） アスファルト 0.094 0.008 0.120 0.013 
③ 工学部と図書館の間（同） 排水溝コンクリート蓋 0.087 0.004 0.107 0.004 
④ 図書館横 アスファルト 0.086 0.004 0.110 0.005 
⑤ 池田講堂の噴水前 タイル 0.080 0.010 0.098 0.005 
⑥ B棟と時習館の間 アスファルト 0.101 0.008 0.144 0.007 
⑦ 学生ホール前 コンクリート 0.064 0.009 0.069 0.011 
⑧ ラーニング棟前 レンガ 0.075 0.007 0.096 0.003 
⑨ 栄光の道 石畳 0.088 0.007 0.121 0.003 
⑩ 本部棟前ロワン丘 石畳 0.065 0.004 0.089 0.009 
⑪ 総合体育館前 コンクリート 0.077 0.003 0.087 0.002 
⑫ 東洋哲学研究所前 アスファルト 0.081 0.005 0.091 0.004 
⑬ 学生ホール裏手紅葉の道 雑木林の土 0.054 0.005 0.053 0.002 
⑭ 国際交流センター裏（現在はBA棟）畑の土 0.045 0.006 0.056 0.001 
⑮ 短大南側の裏道 雑木林の土 0.054 0.003 0.083 0.006 
⑯ 短大正面玄関前 タイル 0.074 0.005 0.081 0.002 
⑰ 短大体育館前駐車場 排水溝の枯葉土 0.079 0.002 0.775 0.011 
⑱ 短大マリー・キュリー像前 レンガ 0.110 0.008 0.147 0.010 
⑲ 蛍桜保存会立て札前の道 排水溝の枯葉土 0.085 0.003 0.096 0.009 
⑳ 文学の池の橋の入り口 タイル 0.082 0.002 0.109 0.006 
㉑ タゴール像前 花崗岩 0.114 0.005 0.173 0.007 
㉒ 理科実験室前（現在はBA棟） 排水溝の中 0.102 0.007 0.243 0.017 
㉓ 正門からの道・S棟前 排水溝の中 0.089 0.007 0.513 0.020 
㉔ 正門からの道・短大前 排水溝の中 0.082 0.004 0.301 0.012 
㉕ 正門入り口左 コンクリート 0.088 0.014 0.126 0.005 
㉖ 短大建学の指針の碑 花崗岩 0.109 0.003 0.186 0.003 
㉗ 短大クラブハウス端 排水溝の中 0.096 0.002 0.143 0.005 
㉘ V棟と白鳥体育館の間 排水溝の枯葉土 0.091 0.007 0.506 0.004 
㉙ V棟裏手の喫煙所 コンクリート 0.098 0.010 0.095 0.012 

































































































No 測定地点 地面の特徴 領域
1 m線量 地表面線量
[µSv/h] [µSv/h]
M ±SD M ±SD
⑰ 短大体育館前駐車場 排水溝の枯葉土 Ⅳ 0.054 0.002 0.143 0.011 
㉑ タゴール像前 花崗岩 Ⅰ 0.106 0.005 0.153 0.003 
㉒ 理科実験室前（BA棟前）
排水溝の中
（植え込みの土） Ⅱ 0.103 0.006 0.087 0.005 
㉓ 正門からの道・S棟前 排水溝の中（蓋上の人工芝） Ⅲ 0.049 0.005 0.035 0.006 
㉔ 正門からの道・短大前 排水溝の中（蓋上の人工芝） Ⅱ 0.055 0.005 0.039 0.003 
㉕ 正門入り口左 コンクリート Ⅰ 0.079 0.007 0.089 0.004 
㉖ 短大建学の指針の碑 花崗岩 Ⅰ 0.075 0.004 0.117 0.006 
㉗ 短大クラブハウス端 排水溝の中 Ⅰ 0.076 0.004 0.097 0.005 
㉘ V棟と白鳥体育館の間 排水溝の枯葉土 Ⅲ 0.058 0.001 0.108 0.007 
㉙ V棟裏手の喫煙所 コンクリート Ⅰ 0.095 0.005 0.093 0.002 
（3）2012年測定との比較
　図 6 に、10地点における2020年データの2012年データとの比較を示す（上： 1 m線
量、下：地表面線量）。地点㉒の 1 m線量を除き、他の地点では 1 m線量、地表面線
量ともに2012年の値より低下した。特に、グループⅡ、Ⅲ、Ⅳの地表面線量は 4 分の




















　 1 m線量：t=2.0（n.s） 　地表面線量：t=4.5（p<.05）
地点㉖短大建学の指針の碑





































　2020年 3 月、福島県の双葉、大熊、富岡 3 町の帰還困難区域のうち、再び人が住め
るように整備する特定復興再生拠点区域（復興拠点）の一部が初の避難指示解除を迎
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Comparison of Air Dose Rates between 2012 and 2020 
in University Campus
— How the Effects of the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident 
Changed in Eight Years —
Nobukazu KIRIYAMA
 Approximately one year after the Fukushima nuclear accident, in February and March 2012, 
the air dose rate at 30 points on the campus (1m dose, ground surface dose) were measured. As 
a result, microspots (areas where the dose was locally high) were observed at 5 points. Their 
area is several tens of cm square. Eight years later, measurements were made again in 2020, 
and the air dose rate was lower than the 2012 value. At the points where the microspots were 
found, the ground surface dose at the four points was reduced to less than a quarter of the 2012 
value. However, the air dose rate didn’t reach the same level as before the accident. This fact 
can be used as a teaching material for radiation education. Now, nine years after the nuclear 






Theory and Practice incorporating International Understanding and SDGs: From the practices 
of Ritsumeikan Primary, Junior and Senior High School
堀江　未来（Miki HORIE）
立命館小学校・中学校・高等学校 代表校長（Principal， Ritsumeikan Primary 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































にあたる2002年から 5 期連続で指定をいただいております。 1 期から 5 期まで指定を









　また、Japan Super Science Fair（JSSF）をこの間18回18年に渡って開催をしてき
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